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“With a portfolio ranging from
surrealistic short films to commercials
and music videos, Julien Vanhoenacker is
notable for crossing the boundaries of
live action directing by pairing unique

and stunning visual effects to tell brand
stories in cinematic style.”

Director Julien Vanhoenacker spent his childhood in
Lille, France.
Passionate about cinema and digital media at an early
age, Julien started developing video games in his early
teens. After getting his start in the gaming world in
France, Julien moved to Bangkok, Thailand to pursue a
career in VFX.
He did visual effects for several award winning short
films, music videos and commercials and quickly
evolved into a storyteller where he started directing his
own projects.
He is a unique blend of creative and technical genius,
comfortable in the virtual space and confident behind
the camera.

His clients include Sony, Toyota, Mazda, Virgin Records,
Dunhill and Lexus.
He obtained a masters in digital directing from the
SupInfoCom School.

A fun and vibrant project for this mobile video game
that boasts millions of players over Asia. Achieved
within a budget and really packed schedules that also
had to accommodate the celebrity, this project was an
exercise in efficiency.
One of the important aspect of the film is to link the
real world (our players and target audience) with the
fantasy world of the game (our product). The middle
ground became a modern and stylized version of the
heroes of the game that would feel at home within
our urban landscapes. With a lot of work on style,
wardrobes and art to get it just right, the finishing
touches would be achieved with CGI and compositing.
All of the VFX were taken care of by BACK post house
who managed to work all the parameters within the
tight budget and most importantly within the crazy
short deadlines.

A great TVC project for Sting PepsiCo Energy Drink
where a tough situation get solved in a strong and
creative way during a lovely day at the beach.

Shot over the course of two days on location and a
day in studio, the project involved extensive sling work
without the use of stand-ins. Climbing and jumping of
trees, sliding down sails and flying over the sky was all
performed by our main talents with great effort, and
great results.
Post-production was then key to put it all together
seamlessly.

Shot in the Wadirum desert of Jordan, this ad follows
the road trip of four friends re-united for the
weekend. An ode to the outdoors, to friendship and
just plain fun.
The film is edited in four specific 30s chapters and one
45s mashup of the whole trip.

A serie of 3 TVCs for the new Huawei Mate 10 that we
shot back to back in the Jordanian desert over two
days.

3 films, each focusing on different key feature of the
phone. A funny concept that shows that using the
Mate 10 is like having a personal pro team backing
you up in every situation.

A very fun and challenging TVC project I am so proud
to have directed with an amazing team from all over
the world.
When one film combines Marvel’s heroes, Cartoon
Network’s characters, dinosaurs and some zombies to
top it off, you know you’re in for a ride !
Thanks to the exceptional producing skills of Daniel
Sheridan from Ndigitec this was made possible and
after 2 days of well prepared hectic shoot with Mik
Allen as DOP and Zeus as first AD and a month of
intense post work we got this awesome result!
Shot and edited in Dubai, CGI from Dubai, Sweden
and Poland, cartoon animation from UK, grading from
Thailand.

A really fun film to shoot and direct. All liquid
elements shot on Phantom while the main talent was
entirely shot against blue with a Red Helium. A healthy
amount of post-production to compose all the
footages and elements led to a very dynamic and
vibrant film.

In the vertical skeleton of an aborted and abandoned
megalopolis, a man stands on the edge of the void.
The only escape from this forsaken place is through
the depths of the unknown...

A really cool project that blends CGI cars, live shoot
and nice particle work. We shot that in Guangzhou
and finished the VFX at the Post Bangkok Shot on
Alexa, CG with 3DSMax and Nuke and finishing with
Flame/Resolve…

This music video has spawned from one of my short
film “LLAPSE”. I was contacted by Virgin to adapt it
into an original film for the release of Eric Prydz’s
single “Tether”, a remix of the popular track by the
band CHVRCHES.
More than a minute of extra CGI material was created
to fit the upbeat of the track.

Transience reflects the condition of every being in the
universe seen through a sensitive, intellectual or even
felt experience. Even further, what humanity can’t
describe, touch or identify is also linked to the same
vanishing flow. As big can be atoms or minuscule the
stars, it’s all about sequences, pace, sudden
apparitions or slow decay.
Humanity seems to have a unique potential in this
constant struggle between life and entropy. Whether
our aptitudes help us prevail and evolve or instead
accelerates our doom we have yet to decide. That
hesitation would come to an end with selfannihilation, but an end may just be a transition, a
transformation.

After working on numerous CGI projects for Toyota
using their car models, they allowed me free use of
their assets to create a white-card piece.
The inspiration for this film came from my personal
fascination for the complexity and beauty of a car’s
headlights. I love the visceral and mysterious look that
exudes from a car in total darkness with its lights
turned on. The small amount of environment being
revealed in their lights creates a selective window of
perception that opens up the imagination, especially
on the red tinted tail lights side.
Anything out of this cone of light remains a mystery,
which is where I wanted to place a world particularly
designed for these cars, a world that is their driving
ground, their territory, that would be gradually
revealed.

Digital direction master degree (certified Level I), Supinfocom, France, 2002
Bachelor degree of Science, St Paul college, France, 1998

Freelance Film & VFX Director / WORLDWIDE / 2017 - Present
Film Director / PHENOMENA PRODUCTION HOUSE – THAILAND / 2016-2017
VFX Director / THE POST BANGKOK – THAILAND / 2015-2016
VFX Supervisor / THE POST BANGKOK – THAILAND / 2010-2015
VFX Supervisor / DIGITAL MAGIC GROUP – THAILAND / 2003-2010
CG Artist – Cinematic Director / HYDRAVISION – FRANCE / 2002-2003

French, English, Thai (average), Mandarin (beginner)

